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Abstract

‘Don’t be evil’ was part of Google’s corporate code of conduct since 2000; however, it was quietly removed in April or May 2018 and subsequently replaced with ‘do the right thing’. Questions were raised both internally and externally to the organisation regarding the substantive meaning of this imperative. Some have highlighted the company’s original intentions in creating the code of conduct, while others have used the motto as a basis for critiquing the company—such as for its advertising practices, failure to pay corporate tax or the manipulation of Google-owned content. The imperative’s removal occurred at a time when thousands of Google employees, including senior engineers, signed a letter protesting the company’s involvement in Project Maven, a Pentagon program that uses artificial intelligence to interpret video imagery, which could in turn be used to improve the targeting capability of drone strikes. Employees asserted their refusal to be involved in the business of war and expressed their wariness of the United States government’s use of technology. This article will examine the legal construct and concept of the corporation, and whether it is possible for corporations to not be evil in the twenty-first century.
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Introduction

Now part of the Alphabet Inc. corporation, Google was incorporated on 4 September 1998 as a privately held company operating in a California garage. Two Stanford graduates had invented an ingenious method that ranked web pages according to how many other pages linked to them. Google’s initial public offering was on 19 August 2004, at least three years after the motto ‘don’t be evil’ was coined and adopted. Prospective shareholders were warned on the very day of Google’s initial public offering that the company was willing to ‘forgo some short-term gains’ to do ‘good things for the world’.1 As of May 2017, the motto was visible in some ethically themed Google statements and materials, but it has since been superseded by Alphabet-issued communications that replaced ‘don’t be evil’ with ‘employees of Alphabet and its subsidiaries and controlled affiliates should do the right thing—follow the law, act honourably, and treat each other with respect’.2 Although it is unclear precisely when the motto was replaced, the newest motto is narrower and less aspirational than the original. The original imperative of ‘don’t be evil’ also prompted the ontological proposition that the actors within a corporation, as well as the corporation itself, had the propensity to be evil or otherwise. In contrast, the revised motto is directed instead at behaviour and avoids any implications regarding what the corporation can or should be. Additionally, although ‘don’t be evil’ can be interpreted broadly to include legal, moral and ethical concerns, the new motto narrows the scope of ethical obligations; it only requires that subsidiaries and employees ‘follow the law’ and the narrower goals of the corporate form itself, aspirations that, as we argue below, provide no guarantee that behaviour is moral. The exact status of the two mottos is open to debate—they can be…
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considered marketing slogans or aspirations and values. They have also formed the basis of Google’s codes of conduct. In this article, we focus on the original motto because even though it has been replaced, it remains strongly associated with Google—and because challenges to Google have been, and continue to be, framed in terms of ‘don’t be evil’.

The motto ‘don’t be evil’ was one of the most controversial, even mythical, aspects of Google. It has been variously applauded and disparaged as an albatross, as well as used as a standard with which to judge Google from both within the institution and externally to it. Employees used the motto ‘don’t be evil’ as a basis from which to protest Google’s involvement in the United States (US) Department of Defense artificial intelligence project that interpreted video imagery and that could be used to improve the targeting abilities of drone strikes (Project Maven). In response to employee’s concerns, as on other occasions previously, Google executives retained the discourse of ‘don’t be evil’ and engaged with ethical challenges in those terms. This article examines and challenges the motto of ‘don’t be evil’ to ask a broader question: is it possible for corporations, particularly those involved in the rapidly evolving and relatively unregulated area of technology, to ‘not be evil’ in the twenty-first century? Answering this question requires revisiting the corporate form and the competing interests within the form.

Analysing the corporate form is particularly salient for technology firms. Despite examples such as Facebook, technology firms are currently regarded by the general public as being the most ethical of profitable corporations. This is mainly because technology firms tend to treat skilled employees very well—mainly so they can attract and retain the best engineers—and because they have increasingly embraced ethics as a marketing strategy. However, technology companies, including Google, have been plagued by scandals in recent years—including sexual harassment in the workplace, breaches of antitrust laws, censorship cases and technological innovations of weaponry. These scandals, along with the potential privacy concerns posed by the huge troves of personal data held by several technology companies, have seemingly not influenced the general public’s perception of the bulk of technology companies’ ethics. In contrast, Facebook has ranked poorly as an ethical company (despite excellent worker pay) due to the company’s poor treatment of its customers—specifically, its failure to protect customers’ privacy and its dishonest communication. Many technology companies make ethical claims that are similar to those of Google; for example, Microsoft asserts that it committed to empowering ‘every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more’—this may not be as catchy as Google’s ‘don’t be evil’, but it has the virtue of being suitably ambitious and vague. The question of whether corporations can avoid evil is particularly relevant for technology companies due to a combination of factors. Many of these firms are oligopolies that individuals and governments alike depend on completely, though they have little to no capacity to independently remedy issues when they arise. Artificial intelligence and automated decision-making tools are increasing in power and centrality, and technology companies retain large troves of private data on which the state can rely or which it can sell. These companies are at the forefront of technological innovation and may be caught up with the factual question of what can be done rather than the normative question of whether it should be done. All these issues arise in a field in which there is little to no government regulation or intervention. Combined together, companies such as Google are so new and fluid, and the threats they pose to society are so invisible, that the legal system is struggling to impose sufficient values and restrictions. Accordingly, a coherent approach to addressing ethics, values and moral consequences is urgently needed.

Criminologists Steve Tombs and David Whyte argue that corporate structures necessarily generate asocial, irresponsible outcomes and that all corporations should be abolished. Given the unlikelihood of this occurring, one of the questions considered in this article is whether using a guiding motto such as Google’s ‘don’t be evil’ might be one way of negotiating the demands of the corporate form and approaching ethical questions that technological developments raise. We draw on Jurgen Habermas’s theory regarding the gap between fact and norm to argue that Google should at least aspire to not be evil, rather than place shareholders’ profits before ethics, and to only moderate behaviour in response to law. Habermas based his theory on the gap between the law’s aspirations to be just and the realities of the legal system. Habermas contended that even
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though the legal system does not always achieve ideals such as justice empirically, the ideal is rightly accepted by citizens as engaged participants. This means that claims that are based on these ideals are valid, valuable and powerful, even though the legal system may not (ever) achieve these ideals. That is, even though the legal system may not achieve justice, it is still judged by the ideal of justice, and citizens continue to aspire to it. The power of the motto ‘don’t be evil’ is frequently highlighted throughout this article, and we argue in favour of Google continuing to draw on the motto to constrain and challenge corporate decision-making.

This article begins by considering the legal principles of incorporation and by situating Google’s motto within the historical and recent requirements that a business must generate public benefit. It highlights how Google was imbricated in a myriad of ethical challenges since its formation and how these challenges were framed and responded to within the terms of ‘don’t be evil’, thereby providing us with cases to test regarding whether this self-appointed framework provides something ‘more’—something more than lagging legal structures and background ethical frameworks; a way forward as we try to navigate a more just technology. The article then analyses Project Maven through the prism of the motto, Google’s use of strategies of interpretation emphasising the contingency of evil, and the possible need for compromising the motto in favour of the pursuit of profit. It also considers the idea that corporations, specifically technology corporations, are incapable of not being evil. The article concludes on an optimistic note preferring Google to embrace ideals rather than profit, but points to the urgent need for legal intervention so that we can aspire to a more complex justice than that provided by algorithms.

The Advantages of Incorporation and the Public Benefit

Google’s motto is an expression of the desire to do good while also being a successful corporation. It is not alone in the struggle to balance the desire to not be evil with the desire to profit. This tension is inherent in the corporation’s historical development: ‘A corporation … may be defined in the light of history as a body created by law for the purpose of attaining public ends through an appeal to private interests’. Incorporation is the creation of a legal subject that can be recognised as having a single identity or ‘personhood’ that is distinct from the human persons who comprise the corporation. Historically, from the first application of the corporate form to business enterprise, the reigning norm was that business associates receive the privilege of incorporation only on the condition that their enterprise would generate public benefits. In the United Kingdom (UK), early corporations were incorporated by special charter, following petitions made to Parliament. Charters were granted so that corporations like the East India Company could support the state’s ambitions for an empire. Incorporation was recognised as a substantial privilege that the state bestowed on a group, which offered businesses the significant advantages of operating as a single entity that had jurisdictional authority, centralised management, perpetual succession, asset lock-in, entity shielding and (almost always in the present day) limited liability. The privilege of limited liability for owners and shareholders—protection from risk—denotes that investors can only lose the capital that they choose to invest. So, if the company incurs losses that are higher than the value of the sum invested, then the owners or shareholders bear no further responsibility for this loss. This in turn means that ‘investors will neither be made to pay the full financial losses of the corporation, nor be made to pay for the damage caused by the corporation when social harms are caused’. Accordingly, investors can be strategic in avoiding payment of total losses. Additionally, the corporate privilege of entity shielding (i.e., the inverse of limited liability) protects the corporation from the debts of its stockholders. The firm’s assets are locked in and can be safely specialised to the production process, which increases the firm’s productivity. The advantages of incorporation are not available to natural persons who operate according to the general rules of property and contract.

Historically, incorporation was justified on the basis of public benefit. To justify receipt of these advantages from the public, the norm long governing the chartering of corporations, including business corporations, was that the associates had to be committed to a purpose that yielded exceptional public benefits. Although theorists such as Ciepley recall the historical requirement of public benefit, they also recognise that, from the nineteenth century onwards, the idea that incorporation was
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justified on the basis of public benefit has been whittled away. This led to realist economist Milton Friedman asserting that ‘there is one and only one social responsibility of business—to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits’. Friedman clearly articulated the existing paradigm and agenda for corporations—the maximisation of profit as both the functional and legal purpose of a corporation. This shift has become axiomatic in the public consciousness, and legal doctrine reveals an explicit recognition of shareholder primacy and profit maximisation:

A business corporation is organised and carried on primarily for the profit of the stakeholders. The powers of the directors are to be employed for that end. The discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that end, and does not extend to a change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the nondistribution of profits among stockholders in order to devote them to other purposes.

In Australia, the Corporations Act 2001 requires that directors are bound to act in good faith for the best interests of the corporation. In the final report of the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, Commissioner Hayne observed that the duty of directors to act in good faith in the best interests of the corporation and for a proper purpose demands consideration of more than the financial returns that will be available to shareholders in any particular period. However, unlike in the UK, the requirement that directors consider the interests of stakeholders beyond shareholders is not explicitly required under Australian legislation. Similarly, the principles of exclusive shareholder primacy and sole profit maximisation are limited in the US—that is, corporate decision-makers have much greater latitude today than the quotation from Dodge v Ford above would suggest. Under the business judgement rule, there is a presumption that when the directors of a corporation make a business decision, they act on an informed basis, in good faith and in the honest belief that the action was taken in the best interests of the company. The business judgement rule is a relatively easy standard for a director to meet for ordinary decisions.

Despite these minor restrictions on the pursuit of (short-term) financial returns, corporations are frequently criticised for putting profit before people—for being entities with ‘legal personality, but presumably no interest in humanity’. Wealth maximisation is the default norm in public-traded companies. However, Google conspicuously informed investors up front that it would sometimes pursue its social mission, even where doing so might not maximise shareholder wealth. In doing this, it is arguable that ‘where investors are advised ex ante that a specific firm or class of firms might sometimes advance social benefits at the shareholders’ expense, they cannot justly complain about unfair treatment’. Google can legally opt out of the priority for making profit by memorialising its social commitments through statements in its charters or by-laws. Friedman explained this more nuanced point by using agency theory—specifically expressing that executives are agents of shareholders who have the responsibility to ‘conduct the business in accordance with their [shareholders’] desires’. According to Friedman, corporations can benefit non-shareholder stakeholders if this is what the shareholders desire. However, as demonstrated in a recent annual meeting for Alphabet Inc., independent shareholder proposals that criticised Google for concentrating power in the hands of a few executives and demanding structural change that would make the company more accountable to shareholders and broader stakeholders (including Chinese dissidents) were unsuccessful. This reflects a lack of agreement amongst shareholders regarding what values Google should pursue and whether non-shareholders should also benefit from them.

Google’s motto, ‘don’t be evil’, reflects a response to the social pressure on large technology organisations to define and disseminate their ethical stances as the influences of technology expand. Additionally, there are parallel developments of new
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business entities, such as the Benefit Corporation in the US; these entities are obligated to pursue public benefit along with the responsibility of returning profits to shareholders—in terms of profit and socially obligated corporate forms of business. In the UK, Community Interest Companies (CICs) were introduced in 2005 and designed expressly to meet the needs of social enterprise. CICs are companies that are intended to produce a community benefit by dedicating their assets and much of their profits to that purpose. These new corporate forms can be considered attempts to disrupt the norm of ‘business is business’. Google is not alone in its quest to be an ethical business or to represent itself as one. However, the history of progressively managed corporations that retain their progressivism across generations is abysmal, which means a live question is whether ‘virtuous corporate practices [are] compatible with shareholder capitalism?’

Google’s Ethical Challenges

In light of the default paradigm of profit in corporations, it may seem unfair to hold Google to the standard of ‘don’t be evil’; however, the motto arguably forms an ideal or bulwark that can be used against the default paradigm. It is also a standard by which the corporation holds itself. Google is not only criticised in terms of its motto, but it responds to criticisms in those terms as well. The company and motto were created during a time of early internet culture, which emphasised openness, collaboration and mutual aid. Since then, internet culture has become monetarised. In a digitally saturated landscape, internet organisations such as Google face ethical issues that are expanding in complexity and social importance, as well as legal and political scrutiny. Google is extremely profitable and ubiquitous, to the extent that ‘google’ is not only the name of the company, but also a verb (meaning ‘to search the internet’). Google has drastically grown since its origins in a garage; it is now the window through which most internet users see the internet, even surpassing Coca-Cola as the world’s most recognised trademark.

Project Maven was not an isolated ethical challenge for Google. For example, although consumers believe that Google’s services are highly listed because of their objective quality, ‘Google has significant incentives to game its rankings, and there is clear evidence it has done so’. Google is able to manipulate the search engine because the algorithms that a search engine uses cannot be patented; companies like Google have used this as a method for keeping such processes hidden through trade secret law and thus completely shielded from any governmental view. There are no regulations that govern search algorithms, though various jurisdictions possess sponsorship disclosure rules. Google has also been criticised for a conflict of interest: most of Google’s revenue is derived from the advertising in websites that are subject to its ranking. Given the absence of any comparatively influential alternatives, Google has been able to inflate its price for advertising—the highest bidder for a given AdWord will win the war of internet visibility. Google can also use its power to punish those subject to its ranking for choosing another provider, as well as coerce future use of the defendants’ services.

This manipulation is exacerbated by Google’s aggressive approach to vertical integration: the acquisition of companies by other companies so that the acquirer may operate from two or more levels in the same chain of distribution. Since its inception, Google has acquired nearly 100 other companies. This means Google owns some of the media content that it offers to searchers, rather than just indexing and influencing it. Google elevates the placement of its own links in the natural results page, without
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subjecting it to the search algorithm, which means that it can foreclose the competition.\textsuperscript{51} Therefore, the company’s claim to be an algorithm-powered and neutral intermediary between the user and the collective mind of the internet is not true. These systems and biases have become so complex that no Google engineer fully understands them.\textsuperscript{52} Google meanwhile continues with its highly political work, even when it fails to notice the micropolitics involved.

Google has also been challenged for its operation in China. The ethical question that was asked was whether service to China should be abandoned or whether a new Google service engine (Google.cn) should be developed, with servers located in China that would submit to government censorship. Google chose the latter.\textsuperscript{53} In response to arguments declaring that this censorship breached human rights, Google’s Vice President for Global Communications and Public Affairs, Elliot Shrage, maintained that the decision was compatible with Google’s motto of ‘don’t be evil’.\textsuperscript{54} In a letter justifying Google’s continued presence in China, Shrage asserted that:

\begin{quote}
We believe that knowledge is empowering and that a society with more information is better off than one with less. Providing access to information to people around the world is central to our mission.

We believe continuing to explore opportunities in markets across the world, including in countries like China, is consistent with Google’s mission to organize the world’s information and with our commitment to create opportunity for everyone.\textsuperscript{55}
\end{quote}

This defence of censorship in terms of ‘more information’ is hypocritical, given Google’s commodification of information in search engines through AdWorks. Despite the huge profits associated with the service, ethical reasoning ultimately led Google to withdraw its operation from China. However, it had since contemplated re-entry into the Chinese market with ‘Dragonfly’, which was subject to internal dissent by employees due to a lack of transparency and Google’s capitulation on human rights.

Other ostensible violations of the motto have included issues of free speech, tax avoidance, violation of privacy through Google Street View,\textsuperscript{56} misappropriation,\textsuperscript{57} misinformation\textsuperscript{58} and the mistreatment of subcontracted service labourers who are invisible within Google’s business model.\textsuperscript{59} A sense of disquiet has emerged regarding the use of search engines and social networks to collect data from private individuals—\textsuperscript{60}—and sceptics assert that Google has been heavily complicit in turning the internet into a digital panopticon, one that has made privacy obsolete by treating information as a commodity and by turning access to knowledge into a profit-making venture.\textsuperscript{61} Since the mass killings in Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019, there have also been debates about the moral obligations of companies (including Google) and their role in the sharing of violent, extremist videos.\textsuperscript{62}

Despite these ethical challenges and failures, Google retains its reputation as one of the most reputable companies for corporate social responsibility; chief reputation officer of the Reputation Institute, Stephen Hahn-Griffiths, affirmed that ‘Google is still viewed as an employer of choice. It’s an aspirational, “do no evil” kind of company’.\textsuperscript{63} Despite ongoing ethical concerns about Google, Project Maven protests were framed unironically in terms of Google’s motto, ‘don’t be evil’. In April 2018, thousands of Google employees, including senior engineers, signed a letter protesting Google’s involvement in the Pentagon program.\textsuperscript{64} More than 3,100 employees signed the letter and outlined their concerns with Google creating warfare technology, with the first sentence stating: ‘We believe that Google should not be in the business of war’. The letter explicitly protested in terms of the motto, asserting that ‘Google’s unique history, its motto Don’t Be Evil, and its direct reach into the lives of billions of users set it apart’.\textsuperscript{65}
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Balancing the Motto of ‘Don’t Be Evil’ and Project Maven

This article will now analyse Google’s response to Project Maven as a means of interrogating and complicating the motto ‘don’t be evil’, and thinking through the legal and normative conception of the corporation, as well as the unique challenges of technological development.

Project Maven and the Contingency of Evil

One argument in relation to the motto involves emphasising the contingency of the definition of evil. Although both critics and supporters of Google confidently use the motto, the term ‘evil’ is contingent and constructed. There is a rich philosophy of wickedness that highlights shifts in the preferred definitions of evil throughout history. These include Aristotle’s account of wickedness as a lack of balance, which was further developed by Aquinas as a lack grace, to meet thirteenth-century religious requirements.66 From the eighteenth century onwards, an emphasis was placed on ‘evil as intentional wrongdoing that was reflected and reinforced in criminal law.67 This was then challenged after World War II by musings on the banality of evil and systemic failings.68 Post September 11, 2003, philosophies of evil were revived with George Bush’s ‘Axis of Evil’.69 Accordingly, different accounts of evil may emphasise intentional wrongdoing, harms done and/or evil as an effect of lack or failure.

The contingency of the concept of evil is highlighted by the various definitions of the term as posited by Google executives during the company’s use of it. For example, Morozov has argued that the motto originally meant a refusal to mix advertisements with search results. Instead, links were clearly marked in a dedicated section on the site. The founders’ letter that accompanied Google’s initial public offering included the statement: ‘We will live up to our “don’t be evil” principle by keeping user trust and not accepting payment for search results’. Despite this narrow definition of ‘evil’, Google clearly no longer follows the principle of refusing to accept money for searches.70 The responses of Google executives across time to the substance of the motto have not yielded much depth. For example, Marissa Mayer—one of Google’s most senior executives—stated that the motto ‘is good P.R. but really it’s empty’.71 In 2005, former Executive Chairman of Google, Eric Schmidt, stated that ‘evil is whatever Sergey [Brin] says is evil’.72 This reflects not only the capacity of those in power to shape definitions of evil, but also a certain frivolity and expediency in relation to the meaning of a motto that has become central to Google’s self-image. In 2013, Google proffered yet another interpretation of the motto:

‘Don’t be evil.’ Googlers generally apply those words to how we serve our users. But ‘Don’t be evil’ is much more than that. Yes, it’s about providing our users unbiased access to information, focusing on their needs and giving them the best products and services that we can. But it’s also about doing the right thing more generally—following the law, acting honorably and treating each other with respect.73

Given the commodification of information, Google has failed the standard of providing ‘unbiased access to information’. The aspiration of ‘don’t be evil’ is what Google employees were debating when they protested the company’s association with Project Maven. Project Maven is clearly lawful, but simple obedience to the law does not mean that one is behaving rightly.74 In response to the employee protests, Google issued a statement:

Any military use of machine learning naturally raises valid concerns … We’re actively engaged across the company in a comprehensive discussion of this important topic.75
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This statement reflects the notion of the contingency of evil. It also expresses a concern more generally about the unexpected impacts of artificial intelligence. Scientific developments have the potential to be used in ways that were unintended or unforeseen by creators—though the development of artificial intelligence for the military is clearly intended to be used in warfare.

Google defined part of its motto ‘don’t be evil’ to be its commitment to an open workplace of creativity and accountability, which requires a ‘culture of tolerance and respect, not a company full of yes men’. It was hoped that this would promote an atmosphere of creativity and challenge. There are internal message boards and social networks on which employees can challenge management and one another about Google’s products and policies. It was this openness that enabled employees to challenge Google about Project Maven. However, despite claims of an open culture and Google responding to the criticism of Project Maven stating that such exchanges are ‘hugely important and beneficial’, several Google employees would only talk to journalists on condition of anonymity, stating that they were concerned about retaliation. In addition, even though 3,100 employees signed the letter protesting Project Maven, this was only a small proportion of Google’s 70,000 plus employees, which underlines the differences of opinion about the definition of evil and expectations of Google. However, many of the signatories were senior engineers in the area of artificial intelligence research and thus extremely valuable and therefore privileged and powerful in their critique. Google is in intense competition with other technology companies for the most talented people. In the letter protesting Project Maven, these engineers argued that involvement with the Department of Defense would dissuade the best candidates from joining: ‘This plan will irreparably damage Google’s brand and its ability to compete for talent’. This argument was accordingly framed in terms that were idealistic but also commercial—appealing to Google’s heart and mind within a framework of neoliberal competition. This highlights the perceptions of some employees who believe that the ‘don’t be evil’ slogan is a powerful motivator. However, if Google fails to profit, it cannot offer the best salaries to the most talented and thus may lose some of the best engineers—reflecting once again, the difficulty of balancing profit with the desire to not be evil.

Google executives used the contingency of the definition of evil, highlighted by its expedient transformations across time, place and project in Google, in response to criticisms of Project Maven. Although the company’s response sustained the motto of ‘don’t be evil’, Google executives offered various forms of interpretive denial—that is, they admitted to building the software, but asserted that it was not evil. This is a method of sustaining the motto while still being engaging in Project Maven.

One form of interpretive denial was offered by Diane Greene, the leader of Google’s cloud infrastructure business. She reassured concerned employees that Project Maven was ‘specifically scoped to be for non-offensive purposes’. Both Google and the Pentagon stated that the company’s products would not, in themselves, create autonomous weapons systems that could fire without a human operator (a much-debated possibility in the area of artificial intelligence). The employees’ letter did not accept this interpretation:

Recently, Googlers voiced concerns about Maven internally. Diane Greene responded, assuring them that the technology will not ‘operate or fly drones’ and ‘will not be used to launch weapons.’ While this eliminates a narrow set of direct applications, the technology is being built for the military, and once it’s delivered it could easily be used to assist in these tasks.

Building this technology to assist the US Government in military surveillance—and potentially lethal outcomes—is not acceptable.

Accordingly, those who were critical of Project Maven did not accept Greene’s ‘non-lethal’ argument. These concerns are legitimate. The Department of Defense has asserted that the infrastructure cloud procurement program was designed, in part,
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to ‘increase lethality and readiness’. This underscores the difficulties of ‘separating software, cloud and related services from the actual business of war’. \(^84\)

An additional argument from Google executives was that the technology was not evil because it was intended to save lives:

> The technology is used to flag images for human review and is intended to save lives and save people from having to do highly tedious work.\(^85\)

This is a consequentialist defence—if the improved analysis of drone video could better identify civilians and thus reduce the accidental killing of innocent people, then this can be considered a good outcome. However, the improved analysis could also be used to identify human targets for strikes. It should be noted that the Pentagon already routinely uses analysis of video available on Google in counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism operations – this artificial intelligence is just improving the accuracy of that analysis.\(^86\)

An additional interpretive argument raised questions about the patriotism of Google employees for their refusal to assist the military. Former executive chairman, Eric Schmidt, stated that there was ‘a general concern in the tech community of somehow the military-industrial complex using their stuff to kill people incorrectly, if you will’. \(^87\) This expresses an underlying notion that assisting the Department of Defense to ‘correctly’ kill people is not evil. Google already has links to the military, as Schmidt sits on the Pentagon’s advisory board, the Defense Innovation Board, and has defended this position, stating that his presence on the Board was to ‘at least allow for communications to occur’ and that the military would ‘use this technology help keep the country safe’. \(^88\) There is a perception that companies at the technological forefront will inevitably be drawn into world conflicts. Alvin and Heidi Toffler have pointed out that ‘we make war the way we make wealth— with information’. \(^89\) For example, by hosting combat footage on its subsidiary, YouTube, Google could already be described as being at war. It is argued that new technologies have always been adapted so they can be used on the battlefield—and artificial intelligence is a potentially transformational weapon. ‘Silicon Valley’s only real choice is which side it wants to win’. \(^90\) While employees in democratic countries may be able to refuse developing artificial intelligence for military purposes, employees in other countries may be compelled to advance military objectives and potentially leave democratic countries behind. \(^91\) This argument suggests that the refusal by Google’s employees to help the US military is unpatriotic and potentially evil.

‘Don’t Be Evil’ versus the Profit Imperative: The Explicit Compromise of Values

The above arguments of interpretation of the definition of evil reflect Google’s desire to retain, or to at least be seen to retain, the motto while still undertaking controversial projects. An alternative approach is to explicitly compromise those values—which is when the questions of moral compromise and integrity arise. At certain times, these conflicting values cannot be rendered compatible. Some ethicists recognise that there are times when moral principles or values clash, and that this may require moral compromise. \(^92\) The business ethicist, George Brenkert, considered Google’s engagement with China’s self-censorship requirement in terms of moral compromise and integrity. Brenkert’s position is that people must be practical and nuanced when considering ethical questions in the context of corporate behaviour. Brenkert considered the situation of realising that certain justifiable values may require violation of other justifiable values, whose realisation cannot be made practically compatible with the first set of values.\(^93\) Brenkert argues that if business ethics holds to the importance of human rights and orders Google to leave, then it ‘risks being cast as impractical and unrealistic, though idealistic and pure’. \(^94\)
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Brenkert attempts to apply ethical principles to corporations while acknowledging that profit is one of their core values. The value of this account is that it requires corporations to make arguments that justify moral compromise. Additionally, the moral compromise in this model is made explicit. The corporation makes the moral compromise due to other responsibilities—particularly profit—but may or may not still be guilty of a moral violation or of having performed a wrongdoing that was against its own values. Brenkert frames his ethical analysis with the argument that businesses often have multiple responsibilities to multiple stakeholders. Most major search engines and social media platforms are owned and controlled by corporate interests that often construe themselves as being responsible to some extent to shareholders, employees and other stakeholders—and are obligated to follow state laws, but are not applauded for being ethical while doing so. Businesses also operate within a market system, so what a business can do is conditioned by what other businesses do. Its continued existence depends on how well it fares with regard to its competitors. These shifting rules can be observed in claims by Google’s engineers that part of the attraction of working at Google is its refusal to do evil.

In his application of ideas about Google’s violation of its motto through its self-censorship in China, Brenkert elevates profit to a core value of business. He articulates four conditions that should be taken into account when considering moral compromise. This article will apply each in turn to Project Maven to consider Google’s conundrum of balancing its motto with the quest for profit. The article will use the findings of Brenkert because his theory considers ethics seriously and because he locates morality within the real world of corporate values. The first condition to consider is fairness:

Do the demands of morality place an unfair or unrealistic burden on a moral agent such that the violation or infringement of some moral principle or rule seems warranted even though the principle or rule is otherwise justified?96

This point raises the question of how much morality can demand. Applied to human beings, this point argues that any view of morality that requires individuals to act in ways that would significantly harm or destroy them over a substantial period of time is an unsatisfactory view of morality.97 De George extended the point by arguing that morality only demands that a person blows the whistle if he or she has credible evidence of likely harm and if he or she has good reason to believe that by releasing the truth to the public, the threatened harm will be prevented; in the absence of any clear chance of success, whistle blowers are not obligated to blow the whistle.98 With this argument, there is no need to sacrifice oneself, as there is no likelihood of positive gain. In line with this would be the argument that if Google chooses not to work with the Department of Defense, the argument that other firms, like Microsoft and Amazon, are also participating doesn’t make this any less risk for Google. Google’s unique history and its motto Don’t Be Evil, and its direct reach into the lives of billions of users sets it apart.99

Corporate theorists such as Kim argued that unlike human beings, corporations have no inherent right to exist.100 This raises the question that, when it becomes impossible for a particular corporation to exist without doing wrong—or when we become aware that the corporate form is not serving human interests—should the particular corporation, or the corporate form in general, continue to be supported by law and society?

Brenkert’s second condition requires evaluating the severity of the violation involved: what kind of harm does the violation threaten? Harmful consequences are much harder to justify, but aspects that can be taken into account are whether one is the sole source of harm or merely contributing to the wrongs involved. Does it add additional harm or participate in harms being imposed without increasing their magnitude? Are innocent bystanders harmed by the violation? The protest letter is framed in terms of the harmful consequences of the artificial intelligence: ‘Building this technology to assist the US Government in military surveillance—and potentially lethal outcomes—is not acceptable’.101 In contrast, the acts of interpretation by Google executives considered in the section above arguably provide support for moral compromise. It could be argued that innocent
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bystanders would be safer if artificial intelligence could be more accurate: only the enemies of the state would need to fear the drones.

Brenkert’s third condition is the implication for one’s own integrity. One could argue that moral integrity requires Google to remain absolutely true to its commitments and to not compromise at all. This is what the employees called for in the protest letter: ‘Google’s stated values make this clear. Every one of our users is trusting us. Never jeopardize that. ’ The letter also calls on market values, asking Google executives to protect the brand, a core component of which is the motto ‘don’t be evil’. However, in his consideration of integrity, Halfon notes that it is possible for people of integrity to ‘reassess their ideals or principles and re-evaluate their commitments. What must be avoided by persons of integrity is abandoning their commitments for arbitrary or capricious reasons.’ This could justify Google reconsidering its values, in light of the radical changes in the company and in the world since Google created its motto. Alternatively, Benjamin has argued that people can maintain their integrity when they accept positions of compromise if they protect the important values to which they adhere: ‘To choose to preserve as best as possible the overall pattern of one’s life cannot be regarded as betraying one’s integrity. Indeed, in such circumstances, a compromise may provide the best means to preserving it.’ On this point, Brenkert has argued that Google could soften the motto so that it becomes more of an ideal, rather than a rule that can never be violated.

Brenkert’s final condition when violating a moral demand is the need to attempt to mitigate the impact or seriousness of the violation. Are there ways in which Google could mitigate and reduce the compromise of the motto by involvement in Project Maven? Attaching conditions to how the Department of Defense uses Google-generated artificial intelligence is arguably one method of mitigating harms done; however, given that the Department of Defense has stated its aim as increased lethality, these conditions are unlikely to be met. The protesters did not accept the idea that the Department of Defense will maintain restrictions on use: ‘We cannot outsource the moral responsibility of our technologies to third parties’ The protesters instead believed that the only appropriate response was to immediately cancel the project and ‘draft, publicize, and enforce a clear policy stating that neither Google nor its contractors will ever build warfare technology’.

**Google, Give Up: It is Impossible for Corporations to Not Be Evil**

Brenkert has attempted to consider corporations as moral entities, by elevating profit to one of many competing values that a corporation may have. In contrast, criminologists Tombs and Whyte have argued that the private, profit-making corporation is a habitual and routine offender. They would disagree with Brenkert’s attempts to portray the corporation as a moral, responsible citizen: their key argument is that corporations are supported by law and society to make profit. Whilst profit is a value for the corporation it is not a moral principle. The corporations’ structure encourages short-termism, with the primary focus on immediate profit. Moreover, as Coffee has argued, corporations are so structured that our standard tools for holding them even to bare legality (e.g., punishing the legal entity or punishing culpable individuals) suffer from inherent limitations and fail to adequately deter corporate misconduct.

The corporate form signifies the separation of ownership from control and the separation of responsibilities from the consequences of corporate decisions. Shareholders are legally protected from most of the negative consequences of company actions. Company executives are usually concerned with profitability and are often distanced from—and legally protected from—the consequences of—the conditions of production. Executives may conceive the consequences abstractly and may, in turn, pressure managers to produce as much and as cheaply as possible. These effects of the corporation create forms of ‘structural irresponsibility,’ in which it is often difficult to identify how decisions are made and how well or how poorly the different
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components of production relate. Tombs and Whyte argued that corporate structures necessarily generate asocial and irresponsible outcomes.

Paradoxically, then, the limited liability corporation—based on the notion of the corporate ‘person’—has a dehumanising effect. In other words, the primary function of corporate personhood is actually to depersonalise the human consequences of the corporation: to remove its human content. The corporate form removes the necessity for the human consequences of its decisions to be considered at all by its owners.

Interestingly, the protest letter is framed in personal terms, as the letter is addressed to the CEO (‘Dear Sundar’), and Google’s responses to Project Maven and the motto more generally have been in personal terms. This may underline Google’s exceptionalism in its willingness to name people rather than to retain a depersonalised corporation. Alternatively, it may reflect the concerns of the recent shareholder meeting about the increasing centralisation of executives at Google. Despite this, Google has demonstrated a willingness to make expedient decisions when the values of profit and ‘don’t be evil’ are in conflict.

However, are technology companies specifically capable of not being evil? There are current views—as well as cultural fears and myths—that there is something inherent to technology that renders it uniquely likely to exceed human control. For example, one of the founders of DeepMind, (which created Evil Genius), Shane Legg, has predicted that the threat of artificial intelligence running amok is the greatest existential threat to humans in this century. Legg asked Google to establish an ‘ethics board’ to consider the appropriate use of machine learning in its products and to ensure that Google follows its motto. In response, Google established the Advanced Technology External Advisory Council—but this was almost immediately dissolved due to controversy as to the selection of council members. But also at play are dystopian myths about technology (e.g., portrayed in science fiction such as The Terminator, or The Matrix), which reflect fears that technology dominates or will dominate all aspects of culture and society. A more nuanced argument can be made that technology companies understand the world and view it through the epistemologies of science and quantifiable data. In 1968, Jurgen Habermas presciently argued that ‘technocratic consciousness’ represses and then evicts ethics from the constitution and regulation of the public life. The technocratic consciousness reduces values to fact-based empirical questions that are resolved through data. Habermas argued that the permeation of technology and science in social institutions destroys the old legitimations and that it removes the social framework of interests—in which strategies are chosen, technologies are applied and system are established—from the scope of reflection and rational reconstruction. Technology becomes the measure of all things, and the only measure of value. The central values of technology are utility, optimisation and efficiency. These values are then linked to the neoliberal corporate quest for profit.

Journalist and social commentator, Morozov, has drawn upon Habermas to argue that Google has consistently portrayed technocratic consciousness, highlighting the high-profile Google executive who proclaimed that ‘technology is a part of every challenge in the world and a part of every solution’. He argues that Google is blinded to the non-technological side of human life. Although the company’s methodology is appropriate in the realms of information theory and computer science, its technological developments have placed Google (and other technology companies) in the moral and social domains of issues such as privacy and information dissemination. As previously argued, there have been numerous ethical challenges since Google’s incorporation; these first surprised Google, and then Google managed them poorly, if at all. Google has demonstrated its willingness to use its power and clout to expand the reach of technological innovation without considering any negative impacts. The question regarding the development of artificial intelligence is not the factual question of whether it can be done, but the normative question of whether it should be done. Morozov argues that Google has been blind to the distinction between the factual and the normative:
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Time and again, its engineers fail to anticipate the loud public outcry over the privacy flaws in its products, not because they lack the technical knowledge to patch the related problems but because they have a hard time imagining an outside world where Google is seen as just another greedy corporation that might have incentives to behave unethically.\(^{121}\)

This attempt to reduce the normative to the quantifiable returns us to the contingency of the definition of evil. On this account, even Google’s ‘don’t be evil’ motto does not protect against the evil of Google. ‘Worst of all’, argues Morozov, ‘Google refuses to acknowledge this Kafkaesque dimension of its work, denying the victims of its “algorithmic justice” a way to rectify the situation or even to complain about it’.\(^{122}\) Google has not acknowledged the political effects of its operations, nor has it accepted that algorithms can be as flawed or as biased as the coders who write them. It has not accepted the need to help users report what it has done wrong without having to sue. This is an issue of information injustice which cannot be resolved with quantitative data:

> We need to think more carefully about how to regulate to protect values and minimise harm in light of an evolving socio-technical landscape rather than simply asking how technology ought to be regulated’.\(^{123}\)

Demands that businesses should act ethically in international settings have markedly increased, including in the specific concerns of sweatshops, the environment, transfer pricing and human rights violations.\(^{124}\) In this sense, the market, rather than external legal regulation, could possibly govern corporations. However, market regulation has proven itself to be insufficient and dominated by a technocratic, neoliberal consciousness. This is not just an argument for the regulation of technology; it is also one for the regulation of the corporations that develop and use that technology. There is a large body of academic literature focusing on the legal system’s failure to adequately regulate corporations.\(^{125}\) The research suggests that the larger the corporation, the larger the harms it is capable of inflicting and the less likely it is to be held accountable.\(^{126}\) There is also an increasing recognition that the system is failing to adequately regulate technological developments.\(^{127}\) As such, it is clear that companies such as Google are so new and fluid—and the threats that they pose to society are so invisible—that the legal system struggles to impose sufficient values and restrictions.\(^{128}\) Although it is a positive decision for Google to retain its aspiration of ‘don’t be evil’, law should impose and protect values that we as a society hold dear until such a system is set up, along with any legal regulations that are required in the evolving socio-technical landscape.

**Conclusion: Some of Google’s Ethical Challenges**

Although the motto ‘don’t be evil’ can be disparaged as sloganistic and simplistic,\(^{129}\) it does possess a power that is granted by the framing of protest and the response within its terms. The motto reflects a central myth that Google is exceptional—that it is a noble academic exercise that just happens to earn money on the side.\(^{130}\) This forms part of the anti-corporate myth of Google’s initial creation, initiated by two young guys starting an internet tool for the benefit of people. Despite this story of origins, Google has since become hardened into corporate form and, once incorporated, it has the legal requirement of benefiting shareholders. In turn, although the regulation of corporations may soften this requirement, the effect of this structure is to render the profit imperative paramount—and this imperative is ethics neutral. Additionally, companies such as Google reflect and reinforce a technocratic consciousness that elevates quantitative values such as utility and productivity over normative values such as justice and equality. Accordingly, if perfecting drones is the most profitable future direction, then that is where the public company should and will go. This is even more so in the case for a public company when compared to a private company and an unincorporated venture, because of the profit momentum created by the corporate structure.

Given Tombs and Whyte’s arguments, it may be appropriate for Google to simply stop trying to not be ‘evil’. Replacing the motto with ‘do the right thing’ is arguably an expression of this attempt. Rather than external arguments and evaluations of what it means to be evil, the motto ‘do the right thing’ arguably reduces the ethical standard to simply mean ‘do the right thing
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… for Google’. If, as Tombs and Whyte argue, the central purpose of a corporation is profit, then the best corporation yields the most profit (from a teleological perspective). With this argument, Google should stop its superficial ethical hand wringing—which has mainly yielded expedient decisions—and simply embrace the pursuit of profit.

However, it should be asked whether we would prefer a corporation that at least aspires to not be evil, rather than one that wholeheartedly pursues and privileges profit above all else (keeping in mind Drucker’s argument that the corporation can only flourish in the long term if the society in which it is placed likewise flourishes). The argument regarding Google’s aspiration to not be evil in contrast to its realistic ability to act in this way is analogous to that of the law’s aspiration to be just in contrast to the realities of the legal system. Jurgen Habermas also highlighted this tension between facts and norms—between what the legal system actually achieves and its self-proclaimed ideals. There is often a stark divide between the realists who highlight the failings of the system and the idealists who construct abstract models of justice. Habermas contends that ideals such as justice are rightly accepted by citizens as engaged participants, even though the legal system does not always empirically achieve these ideals. This means that claims based on these ideals are valid, valuable and powerful, even though the legal system may not (ever) achieve these ideals. This tension between facts and norms is part of common parlance—we make and accept speech claims that promise more than can be possibly delivered in reality. And it is of value that we do so. Even though the legal system may not achieve justice, we still judge the system by the idea of justice and continue to aspire to it. This suggests that Google can and should retain the motto of ‘don’t be evil’—a motto to which the company should aspire and from which it can constrain and challenge its corporate decision-making.
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